ECON 3248 Summer 2019 Course Calendar

Updated 8/11/2019 4:39 PM

Office hours E527 Dealy: see www.darrylmcleod.com for office hours Tu-Wed 4-5pm
and any day after class or at 7:30pm please confirm before class office hours office is
E527 Dealy Hall. Please confirm to mcleod@fordham.edu put ECON 3248 the subject
line,We often use BB for assignments online or you can email to
mcleodassign@gmail.com. Most course readings are online. Please if you find a url that
does not work send me an email (even during class.). See the course syllabus for
readings & requirements. Final exam or presentation Tuesday August 6th see also the
ECON 3248 webpage for this course and Books/videos/Special topics, Migration is
almost too topical see my twitter feed many articles relevant to this course… summer course ECON 5808 ECON 3248
Calendar Supplement FCRH Calendar The 2 page Syllabus & the ECON 3248 Sprnig 2018 Calendar
Important: Presentation 2019 guidelines please read +6 pages After El Paso Mexico takes a new Approach

August 10th When they filed their asylum claim, they were told to wait in Mexico. There, they say, they were
kidnapped. Congratulations to Dan Oteng and Dambasi Moyo (2009) the new development citations prize
August 7th: Presentations by Kevin and Daniel Oteng Ghana thrives/loses from Brain/drain Daniel will tell us;
Ghanaian President Shocks French President With Brave Speech amazing 3.3 million views larger that China FT video,
just 1,9 million views… https://youtu.be/YmR2n6ryQvg Ghana Remittances Cuban Women journey 8000 miles

E-Verify used by Poultry processors targeted in last weeks ICE raids,
see also Pia Orrienius, Giovani Peri & Madeline Zavodny’s 2013
Hamilton Project Proposal to overhaul the Temporary Work Visa
Program, Why from a Social Justice point of view (basic human
rights) does Gordon Hanson 2010 argue undocumented or irregular
immigration is better than termporary visa programs? (hint: which
makes you the slave of one employer…) see Gordon Hanson,
International Migration and Human Rights NBER working paper
#16472… published as Published: “International Migration and
Human Rights,” in Katherine Hite and Mark Unger, eds., Sustaining
Human Rights in the Twenty - First Century , Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Univ Press, 2013, 245-66. See also Special Issue:Migration
and Human Rights. Arrested Protesting Immigration Policy Glens Falls
NY
August 6th: Thank you all for a wonderful class, the end is near, last class, the take home final exam is both a word file
(add your answers) and pdf format (for finding online material) it will be finalized by midnight tonight, August 6th the
contribution of our guest speakers was especially appreciated, Professors Fuentes, Popescu and Cuecuecha along with
immigrant advocates Chiara Moslow as well as Jairo and Miguel from the Mexican Coalition, Spring Bank staff member
& GSB graduate Maxwell Lynch. Tonight we have Matthew’s and Jessica’s presentation so far, please send you key
points and references in a word file, so you can at least discuss what you are planning to do for your topic… Lima
Presentation Tlaxcala Presentation KNOMAD Brain Drain, Gain & Circulation Natural Experiment in Brain Gain EVerify’s Mississippi blindspots
August 1st Alfredo Cuecuecha, Remittances & Financial Inclusion in Mexico & pptx see NACCS-Tlaxcala Presentation
July 31st: Professor Fuentes Mexicans and Dominicans in New York Central America Gender and Depoortation
Essentials: Style Guides for Presentations ADA guidelines for vision impaired, who is vision impaired? Me!
Refugees in Upstate NY Can Guatemala be a Safe 3rd Country Hispanic Identity Supplement (check for updates)
The Diversity Paradox or Welcome to Buffalo Richard Alba Slate Article Supportive: readings on race and Identity
Pew Research Center 2017 Hispanic Identity Fades… as Immigrant connections Fall Away (pdf version)
Latino USA Podcasts: Interviews A Conversation With Pete Buttigieg He is a 2nd generation immigrant from? Maria
mentions the full name of her son and daughter (she is married to a Dominican artist…) Transcript? Mexico Appeases

Trump, Migrants bear the Brunt (which border river is this?) Why does Maria Hinojosa claim that many Latino parents
are insecure? Is she insecure? See Latin USA 2016, Are my kids Latino enough? Failed Latin dad?
Mother & son in church Sanctuary for 3+ years Prevail amid fines & deportation threats
What is Sanctuary? USCIS: FAQ on Sensitive Locations & Courthouse Arrests Do Church sanctuary stays work, why?

Guatemalan Mother Who Took Sanctuary in NYC Church Calls for Solidarity Against ICE
What is a human trafficking? Cargo Ship With Hundreds Of Migrants Was Headed Toward Italian Cliffs (near
Gallipoli, 089 is the area code of Salerno, see this google map, where many Bronx Italians are from this region
Pia M. Orrenius, Beside the Golden Door & map showing Italy Salerno, Malta Albania google maps Map1 Map2
See also The Human and Economic Implications of Twenty-First Century Immigration Policy (search on this title)
3rd Country Issues: Notes on Uganda’s Refugee Paradise or Uganda Exceptionalism What camp was Ihlan Omar in?
http://www.gdsnet.org/LATimesEndingAsylumEncouragesIllegalEntry.pdf (On fiscal impact by vintage, see
Orrinus and Gullo, in Pozo, 2018 The Human and Economic Implications of 21st Century Immigration Policy
July 25th Special guest Speaker Chiara Moslow from the International Inst of Buffalo New York, see their annual report,
and donate to them if you can. What share of their funding comes from donations and local philanthropies?
Immigrants in upstate New York: Somali Bantu refugees in Maine: 2000 Somali-Bantus in Utica, but 6000 in Maine (not
working at Chobani… where do Lewiston refugees work?) Mann, Brian (2016) Utica, N.Y., Which Welcomes Refugees,
Monitors Trump's Muslim Comments Nov 22, 2016 5:09 AM ET Heard on Morning Edition Saved again by an NPR
podcast, Utica is an upstate New York “rust belt” city with a history of taking in refugees…” Hamdi Ulukaya employs
300 refugees making Chobani Yogurt (he is Kurdish). Why might he himself have been a refugee? His Twin Falls Idaho
plant (2000 employees)
become a Breitbart, Alex
Jones target News? Why
did Ulukaya travel to the
Greek Island of Lesbos?
Mr. Ulukaya also founded
the Tent Partnership for
Refugees.. Where does
the Tent partnership place
refugees find jobs for
refugees?
Readings for Monday: Skim through 433 and then focus on pages 436-438 of Massey et al., 1993 Massey, Douglas S.,
Joaquin Arango, Graeme Hugo, Ali Kouaouci, Adela Pellegrino, and J. Edward Taylor (1993). "Theories of international
migration: A review and appraisal." Population and development review , 431-466 see page 436 According to “the new of
economics of migration” why do people migrate why do people migrate, particularly the poor living in rural areas? What
do wealth people do instead of sending family members to the city or other countries? This can be costly, what is there
reward for doing so? What if that family member forgets who sent him or her? Are families more likely to send male or
female relatives? Relate this motivation to the Oxfam video showing families in Somalia below. Apply this same
rationale for migration to “climate refugees” and the idea of building resilience in say Bangladesh. What do many BGD
and Kerala families do to (effectively) protect against severe climate shocks? What do Japanese and Kuwaiti families do
(to hedge against earthquakes or invasions for example Kuwait lots its entire GDP but still had a sufficient GNP to live
on, when it occupy. Are remittances part of GDP or GNP (or both)?
July 22nd Fresh Air, State of the Heart (nation?) Haider Warraich State Of The Heart: Exploring The History, Science,
And Future Of Cardiac Disease." Pakistani heart surgeon does not hate the U.S. despite Muslim ban: why not?
July 24th 2019: Remittances, development and inequality or PPTx or PDF or See also The Elephant Curve GIC growth
incidence curve, ECON 6470 lecture Max Roser Our world in Data, Inequality
Go back to where you came from (racial insult, see also Australian TV series…) Los Angeles Home Boy industries See
also their Social Enterprises…

July 25th 6pm 205 Dealy: Guest speaker Chiara Moslow https://iibuffalo.org/meet-chiara-moslow/ Not far away from
Buffalo is Utica where Kurdish immigrant billionaire Hamdi Ulukaya employs hundreds of immigrants (refugees)
making Chobani yogurt (be sure to take yours) On the Times top 100 business leaders in 2017 Ulukaya recently won a
lawsuit against Alex Jone’s who claimed he was “importing immigrant rapists”
Final Case study proposals due today, really!!
Reference to course reading, new readings not in course
but relevant to your case study, one popular press Ok, but
at least one Google Scholar cited reading… Change of

schedule: This Monday June 22nd Prof Marciana
Popescu will complete her excellent presentation on
human rights Migration & the SDGs as well as
discuss the new Global Compacts (GCM and the
GMR) Please read the first few pages of Javier Trevino-Rangel (2016) "Securitization of International
Migration in Mexico" Global Governance 22: 289. Recall we discussed the important events of 2010 when 72
Migrants were murdered in San Fernando Tamaulipas, this was the major impetus for the Caravans (along with
the dangerous spectacle of kids on the various Bestias (see Sin Nombre, or perhaps just take our word for it…).
Good news: a very encouraging Washington Post story about immigrant integration in the Frankfurt Oder,
Germany (near the Polish border) Excellent video as well… note the new far right is there too, but Frankfurt
Oder appears similar to Buffalo NY: a once prosperous city in Germany trying to revive its economy with
refugees (and immigrants?). This is Germany’s 2nd try, companies and the government are trying to integrate
Syrian workers (and Afghan) immigrants in contrast to many Turkish “guest workers” many of whom returned
to Turkey with their pensions. This was fine for many Turks, but left Germany short of workers,
again…Speaking of Buffalo Chiara Moslow will be here to speak about her work helping refugees get settled in
recall Chiara is working at the International Institute of Buffalo helping with “New American Integration”.
Bad and good news: remarkably divisive but revealing (and long) hearings with Acting Homeland Security head
McAleenan questioned regarding treatment of migrants by House Ways and Means committee. NY Times Magazine
How America Got to ‘Zero Tolerance’ on Immigration: The Inside Story https://nyti.ms/2GgLyQ9
Lectures: On July 23rd & 24th Professor Norma Fuentes will speak on The Migration of Women & Children
From Central America ( Jessica see UNCHR Children on the Run)
Massey Segregation in 21st Century America [remind me to download this in class, please] A Nation of Immigrants? 50
Years of the new Immigration Livestream
Mexico: From Country of Mass Immigration to Transit Country VisualPolitik EN Why Does Mexico reject Immigrants
Reading: Menjívar, Cecilia, and Shannon Drysdal Walsh (2017) "The architecture of feminicide: the state, inequalities,
and everyday gender violence in Honduras." Latin American Research Review LARR 52(2) pp 221-40 (14 citations) See
also CEPAL Gender Equality Observatory data on Femicide
Readings for lecture Tuesday July 26th After Kevin’s presentation of please review AS&AD diagrams and/or

G Peri (2016) Immigrants, Productivity, and LaborMarkets and/or Production Possibility Frontiers (PPFs)
July 16th News and Events: just published July 15th new paper discussing Germany’s Maximizing the Shared Benefits of
Legal Migration Pathways: Lessons from Germany’s Skills Partnerships by Michael Clemens, Helen Dempster and Kate
Gough (pdf available, excellent paper for a special presentation if you have time…).
Immigration raids starting Sunday So many false alarms (LA Times article about Chicago)

Readings: Thank you for questions from Tell me how it ends, all done! Tell me how it ends with highlights
Terms for review: 3rd Country Arrangements, see Betts and Collier,2017 1951 Refugee Convention, Asylum
UNCHR Non-Refoulment, Turkish, French and Russian Pogroms, a U.S. Pogroms (page 97 of Betts and Collier,

warning: disturbing, don’t look it up…). Demographic Transition (See China video) IRC Princes Fyral of Jordan and
David Miliband (bio?) and Olga Byrne

Asylum Shift: President’s attack on Asylum for Central American Immigrants (mainly women and children)
September 2018 AG Sessions removes Domestic Violence as grounds for Asylum Seeking
See Cecilia Menjivar Oct 2018 - Asylum Protections for Immigrant Women
May 2019 Remain in Mexico Policy upheld by courts (NPR May 8th 2019) Slowly expands
July 2019 Mexico and GTM now 3rd countries; restrictions anyone who is in Mexico or GTM must
apply for Asylum there:. https://time.com/5626498/trump-asylum-rule-international-law/
Discussion notes: Is the Fertility Rate the problem or
the solution? Not right now Are Charter Cities the
answer? ZEDES* or EPZs worked in China and
Vietnam, perhaps in El Salvador? *Employment and
Development Economic Zones (ZEDEs or Zonas de
Empleo y Desarrollo Económico),
Guatemala’s President wants to discuss 3rd country deal
with U.S. Guatemala’s president is set to discuss a
potential deal with the U.S. to stem the flow of migrants.
Critics say the plan risks asylum seekers’ safety.

July 15th Midterm Rehearsal: Write a short summary of you chapter for Monday, quotes strongly
recommended, Here is my summary of Chapters 1 and 9, which may help you situate your chapter in the overall
argument Professor Kaushal is making. Comments and qualifications coming soon, but her overall thesis is
very interesting…note also the final exam emerging below… your summary 2-3 pages typed, relate the
arguments in this chapter to the course material if possible, we will do this in class to (this is what the rehearsal
is for). For the real midterm, please review AS&AD diagrams and/or Production Possibility Frontiers (PPFs)
Final call project: There are two options for the final exam in this course, one is a presentation to the class on a particular
topic, for example child migrants from Central America, crime, Gangs and TPS among Salvadorian immigrants or recent
trends in African migration or migration from the DR… however, these projects require time to put together. If you are
working and taking this class I understand it may be impossible to do a project before August 6th. As a backup we have a
regular final exam, for which I will circulate draft questions and a review sheet (see below). If you would like to try a
project, please let me know with a 1-2 paragraph proposal by August 18th latest, final deadline.
Chapters Blaming Immigrants: Nationalism and the Economics of Global Movement Immigration and Its
Discontents Development Seminar @ Brookings India: Immigration and its Discontents, by Neeraj Kaushal

1.. Introduction: It’s Not a Crisis [DLM]
2. Causes of Discontent Ok
3. The Costs and Benefits of Restricting Immigration Ok
4. Is America’s Immigration System Broken? Ok
5. From Global to Local: Toward Integration or Exclusion? [Mathew]
6. The Balance Sheet: Economic Costs and Benefits of Immigration [Kevin]
7. Refugees and Discontent [not yet]
8. Crime, Terrorism, and Immigration [Jessica]
9. Addressing the Discontent [DLM]
See also Professor Kaushal’s Columbis”Social work Live Presentation” and Brookings India, Presentation,
2017 also see her outube lectures.
Lecture 1 Border Crisis Four countries, three rivers* and two governments in crisis mode: see p 79 from Valeria
Luiselli: Tell me how it ends “Under Programa Frontera Sur, the focus of border control for the Central American
exodus is shifting from the Rio Grande on the U.S.-Mexico border to the Suchiate and Usumacinta Rivers between Mexico
and Guatemala. Olga Byrne calls on the U.S. to end Remain in Mexico Policy
Lecture 2 Theories of why people migrate: the Harris-Todaro Model and the New Economics of Labor Migration
(the NELM, De Janvry and Sadoulet Chapter 12 and others shorten NELM to NEM…shorter is better no?)
Why immigration matters for growth (a California-New York-Seattle Story ask Raj Chetty)
World Bank Migration and Remittances Recent Developments and Outlook April 2019
Dilip Ratha Presentation on Migration remittances & Development note last slides on the Global Migration

Compact (GCM) Marrakesh

What Alan Krueger Taught the World (see my paper with Nora Lustig..)

Lecture 3: How immigration affects the host economy: native wages, employment and education opportunities
Giovanni Peri (2010) The Effect of Immigrants on U.S. Employment and Productivity, FRBSF Economic
Letter, August 30th See outline this debate using GS WSJ video on Mariel Boatlift
Lecture 4: Skilled Immigration & higher education go see Kevin Shih (and follow him on twitter!!)
Lecture 5: The pros and cons of undocumented immigration:
Orrenius, Pia, and Madeline Zavodny. Do Immigrants Threaten US Public Safety?. Working Paper. Center for Growth
and Opportunity at Utah State University. March 1. See Hanson Immigration and Human Rights…
Lecture Notes: 2018 Migration and Social Mobility in NYC
High Skilled Migration New York too
Course Related news reports: Please take this 4th of July Citizenship quiz NY state Dream Act applications
complements DACA, Is EU immigration bad? More on Detention/concentration Camps BBC Japan: Robots, women
or immigrants? Vox Trump Postpones ICE’s planned immigration raids
Elora Mukherjee and Dora Galactos: Champion of Immigrants’ Rights
Concentration camps? Washington Post Editorial, June 24th 2019 , America should be horrified
Who are the immigrants? This Land is our Land Uproar over a Photo
Lecture and Discussion please send answers to mcleodassign@gmail.com please use this maroon type follow by
your answer in dark blue or black, see the sample answer in
LDQ 2.1 Skim through 433 and then focus on pages 436-438 of Massey et al., 1993 Massey, Douglas S., Joaquin Arango,
Graeme Hugo, Ali Kouaouci, Adela Pellegrino, and J. Edward Taylor (1993). "Theories of international migration: A
review and appraisal." Population and development review , 431-466 According to “the new of economics of Labor
migration” (NELM) why do people especially the poor living in rural areas migrate, that is send family members to cities
or abroad? What do wealthy people do instead of sending family members to the city or other countries? Do they expect
that family member to return, or to join them abroad or in the city?
LDQ 2.2 A) Discuss the cost of migration from Mexico or Central America to the United States (see Luiselli discussion
of Manu). B) Does the NELM imply return migration or family reunification? C) Why do remittances become central in
this framework? D) How should sending families spend remittances, given the considerable cost of sending a family
member? Since migration can be a major investment for a poor family, remittances should be consumed like any other
income, however economists would rather remittances also be invested in homes or education D) Relate this to what
many poorer families do to get their children into good schools? How does the MTO experiment (Title 8) exploit this
coping strategy of the poor? What do wealth families do to get their children into better schools? Why has this become a
big issue in New York’s best public schools? How did Texas deal with this problem? (the City of Berkeley?) Where did
the current NYC public school head come from (what was his last school district). The Texas “affirmative action” scheme
was challenged in a famous supreme court decision, why was this affirmative action Ok’d by SCOTUS (Abascal, 2016).
Discussion and review questions: Lecture and Discussion questions U.S. Immigration reform Lecture, 2015
LDQ-1.1 What according to the FT are the five largest human migrations in human history? How many migrants came
through Ellis Island New York? What fraction of the total U.S.
migration 1890 to 1910 came via Ellis Island?
What migration led to the 1951 Refugee Convention? Was the
United States of the 145 countries accepting this convention? (EC
Perhaps the most watched Economics video ever? How many
views for this FT video?)
LDQ-1.2 Use this list to help us compile the list of 40 questions,
Kevin Alvarez (1-10) Matthew R.Elenio (11-20) Jessica E
Gonzalez (21-30) Daniel A. Oteng (31-40) stuck, ask me, see
highlighted sections of Tell me how it Ends.
LDQ-1.3: What Visa did Gina Rodriguez’s mother a Venezuelan citizen living in Miami use to avoid being deported (if I
recall she was arrested…). What almost family member (later killed) helped her get this visa? Gina and her sister

Xiomara spoke only Spanish to their mother (Alba). Why didn’t they have to worry about being deported (in real live, not
the TV show). Where was Andrea Navedo born (she plays Xiomara).

LDQ-1.4 The 2014 border crisis involved mainly unaccompanied minors, most of whom were teenagers (why?). Valeria
Luiselli and her 19-year-old cousin worked with The Door to interview these minors (see LDQ-2 for the 40 questions they
used to screen children). All of these children crossed the border w/o permission and turned themselves in. For their
attorneys the best-case scenarios for these minors is have the Judge allow them to stay in the U.S. as a SIJ special
immigrant rather than asylum, even though both status allows these children to apply for LPR or a green card? Once
these minors reach 21 what can they do? (hint 1965) Pro-immigrant groups call this “family reunification” anti-immigrant
groups call this “chain migration.” ‘Chain Migration’ a Weaponized Phrase New York Times
LDQ-1.5 Fordham was founded to help what group of immigrants (hint: Dagger John days)? Little Italy was largely
Italian (from what region of Italy? Hint: zero otto nove). There has been some concern over new groups settling in 10458,
first Albanians and now Mexicans? Discuss the pros and cons of new waves of immigrants? (hint: Pizza)

http://www.gdsnet.org/Massey_etal1993_Theories_of_international_migration.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/USImmigrationReform2015.pdf

NY Times Podcast Why Asylum Seekers are being send Back to Mexico
Background reading: A recent State Department report acknowledged the
possibility that migrants from Central America were no safer in Mexico than at
home from the gangs that had threatened them.The cornerstone of President
Trump’s deal to avert tariffs with Mexico — the terms of which were largely already
agreed-upon in December — was an expansion of the “Remain in Mexico” program.
Postscript Immigration Narratives: extreme social mobility over 3 centuries…Immigration reform and key facts
Meshry is an example.) Migration Success stories (typically 2nd generation…but some 1st generation) Skilled migrant
success Narratives: (SMSN) Einstein, Thomas Edison, AOC, Kamala Harris, Steve Jobs, Barack Obama, Paul Collier,
Valeria Luiselli, Ellis Island Immigration Narratives? (EIMN) Immigrant (the Movie) after a Rio Grande crossing…
Immigration Trivia: The best/worst immigrant ever (or why English survived) The German Arminius a Roman slave,
who became a Roman Citizen, and an Officer in Varus’s auxilia, educated in Roman military, schooled Germanic tribes
on how to defeat 3 Roman Legions in the Battle of Teutoburg Forest, ending the expansion of the Roman Empire and
Romance languages leaving room for English…). EC How did archeologist find the site of battle (recently)?
https://blogs.worldbank.org/sites/default/files/mdbrief31_apr_2019_0.pdf

By Detroit Publishing Co. , publisher - This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs
divisionunder the digital ID det.4a31829.This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still
required. See Commons:Licensing for more information., Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2972458

Settlement Houses in New York: Maria Lizardo See Chetty Moving to Opportunity L2 Notes on Internal

Migration Longer FT China Video Migration & social mobility Sanctuary Cities and Deportation Dora
Galacatos, Feerick Center for Social Justice, Taking Immigrant kids from their Parents (see Senator
Feinstein on Catch and Release) Correction Pyler v. Doe Lecture Notes Education Immigration & Mobility
Deported Veteran Pardoned Longer China Video pptx Chetty Lecture 4 Big Data Slide 42
Texas: Tyler vs. Doe: Four immigrant families sued the Tyler, Texas school district in 1977 after their children
were kicked out and required to pay for a public education. Five years later the court ruled in favor of the families,
citing equal protection. It allowed generations of undocumented children to learn next to American-born peers and
have a fair chance in life, say experts. And their journeys contributed to a presidential order in 2012 that protected
undocumented immigrants from deportation and allowed them to work.

ACLU Know your rights in the border zone,
Beyond Deferred Action: Long-Term Immigration Remedies every undocumented young person should know
International Rescue Committee Calls on the U.S. to Rescind the Flawed and Dangerous ‘Remain in Mexico’
Policy Press Releas, January25th 2019 contacts Sean Piazza, International Rescue Committee +1 646 761 0307
sean.piazza@rescue.org IRC Global Communications
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3248Summer2019CalendarSupplement.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3248Summer2019TheoriesImmigration.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/DeJanvry&SadeletChapter12_Labor&Migration2018.pdf

ECON 3248 Theories of Immigration and Migration: why people move to new countries to cities…
Economic Theories: (see the FT Video and D&S Chapter 12 and Massey et al.
1. The Harris-Todaro-Lewis Dual Economy models (Kuznets U Curve)
2. Stark and Taylor’s New Economics of Labor Migration (NELM or NEM)
Other Economics of migration theories
3. Social Networks facilitate migration perhaps beyond economic gain (theory 1 & 2) Collier Exodus
4. Education attainment as ethnic Hyper-selectivity? (see Figure 1 below)
5. Race based quotas? Ellis Island screening as Eugenics selection?

Source: Tran, Van C., Jennifer Lee, Oshin Khachikian, and Jess Lee. "Hyper-selectivity, racial mobility, and
the remaking of race." RSF: The Russell Sage Foundation Journal of the Social Sciences 4, no. 5 (2018): 188209 (nine GS citations as of July 10th 2019) PDF version
Monica Anderson And Phillip Connor (2018) Sub-Saharan African Immigrants in the U.S. Are Often More
Educated Than Those in Top European Destinations, Pew Research Center April 24th 2018
Diversity Innovation and Economic Growth:
1. Alesina, A., Harnoss, J. and Rapoport, H. (2016). Birthplace diversity and economic prosperity. Journal
of Economic Growth, 21:101–138. (cited by 318, 33 versions 2013-2016)
2. Docquier, Frédéric, Riccardo Turati, Jérôme Valette, and Chrysovalantis Vasilakis. (2018) "Birthplace
diversity and economic growth: Evidence from the US states in the Post-World War II period." .
(unpublished but 7 citations..) HAL ID hal-01743780f
3. David Card and Giovanni Peri (2016) Immigration Economics by George J. Borjas: A Review Essay
Journal of Economic Literature. Dec 2016, Vol. 54, No. 4: Pages 1333-1349
4. Trade and migration were viewed as substitutes: hence NAFTA and CAFTA should slow migration?
This has not worked so far. For the theory and why Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelsson model implies factor
price equalization, see Salvatore’s International Trade or Fally’s UCB lecture notes C181 Spring 2018
5. Countries and states which have more birthplace Diversity grow faster over time, mainly because of
higher TFP growth (the same labor and capital and land produce more output, this is why it is called
total factory productivity, that is all factors. Investment in human and physical capital has increase

output per worker, but most of gains in living standards over the past 200 years (since 1829) has been
the result of TFP growth driven by innovation and technical change.
Kerr, William R., and William F. Lincoln. "The supply side of innovation: H-1B visa reforms and US ethnic
invention." Journal of Labor Economics 28, no. 3 (2010): 473-508. Harvard Business School NBER 15768

Immigration and the Welfare State (Fiscal impacts)
A related key issue is the fiscal impact of immigration are immigrants a fiscal burden or a fiscal bonus (more
workers means more taxes reduces the burden of social security and education). See for example the
Congressional Budget Office: In its January 2015 report How Changes in Immigration Policy Might Affect the
Federal Budget, the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO) confirms that a fair and inclusive U.S.
immigration policy would have a net positive impact on the federal budget. The CBO assessed the impact of
various immigration policy proposals on the federal budget, looking specifically at the costs associated with
changes to eligibility and program participation as well as new revenues from higher wages and a larger tax
base. The proposals CBO reviewed include a broad legalization program for undocumented immigrants;

shifting eligibility for lawful permanent residence from family-based to work- and “merit”-based eligibility;
increasing the number of temporary visas granted every year; and increasing funding for border security and
interior enforcement. (see NILC https://www.nilc.org/issues/immigration-reform-and-executive-actions/impact-imm-reform-on-fed-budget/ )
Potential Impact on Access to Benefits: Social Security and Medicare
The CBO confirmed that the noncitizen population in the United States is significantly younger than the citizen
population. Only 7 percent of noncitizens are age 65 or older, compared to 15 percent of the citizen population.
Significantly, 74 percent of noncitizens are of working age, compared to 51 percent of the citizen population.
Noncitizens are much more likely than citizens to be healthy, of working age, and able to contribute to Social
Security and Medicare, and are much less likely to need these programs in the near future.
Does immigration undermine community spirit & trust with implication for the welfare state?
Putnam, Robert D. "Epluribus unum: Diversity and community in the twenty-first century." Scandinavian Political
Studies 30, no. 2 (2007): 137-174.
Putnam, Robert D. "Bowling alone: America’s declining social capital." In Culture and politics, pp. 223-234. Palgrave
Macmillan, New York, 2000.
Putnam, Robert D. Bowling alone: The collapse and revival of American community. Simon and Schuster, 2001.
[GS 59973 Citations) See also ECON 2019 3248 Overview and Introduction

Valeria Luiselli Tell me how it ends: An essay in 40 questions, Questions 11-30*
Q 1. Why did you come to the United States? (p.7)
Q 2. When did you enter the United States? (p.13)
Q 3. With whom did you travel to this country? (p.18)
Q 4. Did you travel with anyone you knew? (p.18)
Q 5. What countries did you pass through? (p.18)
Q 6. How did you travel here? (p.18)
Q 7. Did anything happen on your trip to the U.S. that scared you or hurt you? (p.25)
Q 8. Has anyone hurt, threatened, or frightened you since you came to the U.S.? (p.28)
Q 9. How do you like where you’re living now? (p.44)
Q 10. Are you happy here? (p.44)
Q 11. Do you feel safe? pg. 44
Q 12. Have your parents or siblings been the victim of a crime since they came to the U.S.? pg. 47
Q 13. Was it reported to the police? pg. 47
Q 14. Do you still have any family members that live in your home country? pg. 48
Q 15. Are you in touch with anyone in your home country? pg. 48
Q 16. Who/how often? pg. 48
Q 17. Do you have any other close family members who live in the United States? pg. 49
Q 18. Immigration Status? pg. 49
Q 19. Who did you live with in your home country? pg. 50
Q 20. Did you ever live with anyone else? pg. 50
Q 21: How did you get alone with the people with whom you lived? p. 50
Q 22: Did you stayed in touch with your parents? p. 63
Q 23: Did you go to school in your country of origin? p. 64
Q 24 How old were you when you started going to school p. 64
Q 25: When did you stop going to school? p. 64
Q 26 Why not? [why did you stop going to school?]
Q 27 Did you work in your home country? p. 64
Q 28 What sort of work did you do? p. 64
Q 29: How many hours did you work each day? p. 64
Q 30: Did you ever get in trouble at home when you lived in your home Country?
p. 65
Q 31. Were you punished if you did something wrong?

Q 32. How often were you punished?
Q 33. Did you or anyone in your family have an illness that required special attention?
Q 34. Did you ever have trouble with gangs or crime in your home country?
Q 35. Any problems with the government in your home country?
Q 36. If so what happened?
Q 37. Have you ever been a member of a gang? Any tattoos?
Q 38. What do you think will happen if you go back home?
Q 39. Are you scared to return?
Q 40. Who would take care of you if you were to return to your home country?
*anwers 1-10 Kevin A. 11-20 Matthew; 21-30 Jessica G; E. 31-40; Daniel O. questions.
All from Luiselli, Valeria (2017) Tell me how it ends: An essay in 40 questions. Coffee House Press.
Powerpoint Guidelines (please follow these guidelines or even the best presentation will be marked down a full
grade, it two guidelines are not followed (mainly) one is the American Disabilities Act Compliance check list
for

filenames and references (see highlights, if you have questions regarding any particular guideline, please ask via
email or in class…)
https://www.fordham.edu/download/downloads/id/11607/50_years_of_the_new_immigration_conference.pdf
Are people from Brazil Hispanic or Latina? From Puerto Rico (google the answer) While Brazilian Americans
are not included with Hispanics and Latinos in the government's census population reports, any Brazilian
American can report as being Hispanic or Latino since Hispanic or Latino origin is, like race or ethnicity, a
matter of self-identification. What ethnicity are you? How do governments know? How does this affect
Oaxacans like Yalitza? Why do most Oaxacans go to Los Angeles?
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/mexico-yearbook-of-migration-and-remittances-2018/

http://www.gdsnet.org/RefugeesinUpstateNewYork.pdf

Massey, Douglas S.(2015) A missing element in migration theories, Migration Letters 12:3 (2015):279-99.
Why Border Enforcement Backfired. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27721512
Nerves frayed, arrests scarce in raids ICE Targets 7-Eleven Stores In Nationwide Immigration Raids
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/01/11/577271488/ice-targets-7-eleven-stores-in-nationwide-immigration-raids

Stringer, Scott (2019) The Demographics of Detention: Immigration Enforcement in NYC Under Trump
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/wp-content/uploads/documents/Demographics_of_Detention_022019.pdf

Congratulations to Daniel Oteng (& Dambasi Moyo) wining the citations prize and of course don’t
forget the Great African leadership series “Ghanaian President Shocks French President with Brave
speech” 3.3 million views, despite losing 100k reviews to this rip off knock off (Nigerian?) version…
There nothing new about immigration, it is old as of man… see National Geographic Human migration
map (watch out for Neanderthals!!) then for example, Irish and Italian migration out of Italy and
Ireland (the reason Fordhm exists, see Dagger John, Father John Hughes

Moyo, Dambisa. Dead aid: Why aid is not working and how there is a better way for Africa. Macmillan,
2009.3375 Google citations as of August 10th (but recall President
See Chapter 4, of Dead Aid

Tom Petty, You don’t have to live like a refugee…
backup copy from 1982
When they filed their asylum claim, they were told to wait in Mexico. There, they say, they were
kidnapped. (song ties nicely into this story from Mexio…but Tom Petty dead, opiods…)

